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Running Club To Be Formed

to the spo:~"t of distance running.
A weekly program of events for
August will be r11n each week in
the earl yevening, The site of
each meeting will us11ally be at a
local park, resideiltial area, or
other suitable location.
There will be no more than
three events per meeting which
will vary from one to four miles.
There will be a special teenage
race, "B1mion Derby" each week.

A UNl\l group is forming the
Albuquerque Road Runners Club,
a strictly amateur club devoted

SOUTHWEST
BECTRJC SlfA.VER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANO
UGtm:R REPAIR
200 THIRD NW

•

247-8219

One-Day Service on Shirts
·• Quality Dry Cl~aning
•

Alterations

ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE
PHONE 242-512.4

111 HARVARD SE

If your dothes ore becoming to youthey should be coming to us.

DARK COTTONS

Gruesome Details
Termed Harmful·

Schroeder-Wilson Phormocy

(Continued From Page 1)
was not adequate. A graduate
student in guidance said, "I feel
that Supreme Court decisions
have bound the law and prosecution so that they are afraid to reveal news the public deserves.''
Details Missing
"I feel that I actually .know
very little about the entire episode due to the lack of details,"
said a government student.
A political science major commented, "It was slanted, coveredup, and generally bad coverage
for a crime of its type.''
Another student pointed to
prejudice again by saying that,
"The publicity given this case
endangers the state's ability to
. give anyone accused a fair trial.''

3100 c,ntral Aw. E. at Richmond

C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
WHk days 8 a.m. to 9.p.m.
Su11days 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8' p.m.
Op~n most l'!alidays
Free

EW

5-15
8-20
12¥2-20¥.2

2904 Cenlral, SE
Free Parking-Rear Entrance
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In Democracy

Qet a BETTER QRASP
on \fOUr COURSES with •••
lea lias & Noble Educational Paperbacks

OUTLINES

and

EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS

BUSINESS
bRAMA.
ECONOMICS
EDUCA110N

91GtNEERJNG
ENGliSH

including
ETIQUETTE
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAFTS
HISTORY
lANGUAGE$
MATHEMAn<::S
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

•~"'"'"' JACK FINNEY

NOW SHOWING

Complet~

/

Many Other Items to Choose From

O.pen 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. Every· Day

Plaz~243-7D~ (8 jnl.l

l'ARAPL IC n • ride from NE
Heights area to Education Bldg. Monday
through Friday for 9 :20 class. Will pay.
Call Gini at 256-7790.
FOR RENT
FOUR room house across from College of
Engineering. Ideal for two students.
$55.00 per month. See Mr. Bob Tayler
at Christian Student Center, 207 University N.E., 242-045C. 7/8, 15, 22, 29.

Including Sunday

301 Romero NW

.

247-4402

.-uL"Y

SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

average price $1.50

assoeiated
students
.bookstore

SlJITS and
SPORT COATS
·SLACKS

15%to40%0FF

DRESS SHIRTS- SPORT SHIR.iS
STRAW HATS
Caps and Golf Hats
KNEE!
LENGTH

SHORT
SLEEVE

WALKING SHORTS
SWIM TRUNKS

PAJAMAS

DIAL 277-2826

iller$ itd
finer men's wear

NEW MEXICO UNION
GROUND FLOOR

Selection ol

BASKET WARE - PLACE MATS
RATTAN BIRD CAGES
& PLANTERS
INTERIOR DECORATIONS
BRASS WARE- MOCCASINS
PATIO FURNITURE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. lnB4!rtlona
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publi"""
tiona Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
YAMAHA 305, perfect c:o'ndition, Jess than
1 yr. old, less than 5,COO miles. $200 oU
list price. John Heide, 119 1-2 Harvard
SE or math dept.
PERSONALS
SANDALs-today'a look • - • yesterday's
nostalgia • _ • tomorrow's flair. That's
SAND and SUN Sandals on OLD TOWN
PLAZA, the "IN" Sandal Shop with you
in mind. Men's and ladies. Sand and Sun,
201 Romero NW on historic Old Town

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
RECREATIONS
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY

eral philosophers, Dr. David
Newhall gave his "Interpretation
of Democracy" last Monday night
as he addressed the "Lecture Under the Stars" audience.
After discussing Plato's feeling
that democmcy is a most imperfect form of government, Newhall asked the question, what is
the missing ingredient in democracy as it stands today? He pinpointed that ingredient as "individual responsibility."
"All too often we assume that
responsibility is a burden instead
of a privilege, and that, people,
is a bad sign," said the visiting
philosophy professor. He suggested that democracy is in jeopardy
(Continued on page 6)

"''""""ROD SEALING

WANT ADS
~

changes pr.oposed by volunteer
groups like the Peace Corps, but
they are willing to give their
childt•en an education and the op-.
portunity to' accept or reject llGggestions for change.
The Maryknoll fathers who are
working the area face the ~
obstaCles in reaching the people
as Salveson. They too realize that
the hope is with the younger generation who are now being exposed to charige and who are being taught Spanish.
The four-year-old farm serves
as an example to the neighboring 3,000 to 4,000 villagers of
finer breeding pi'ocedores, itrigation
and better crops.
but
ball to be taught

EXICOLOBO

3124 CENTRAL at Byrn Mawr

to tS.OO p.m. Dally
HOURS.•• 9:00.a.m.
Friday nights 'til 9 p.m. · J

30-60-90 Days and
• :. .,.. . .
6 Mof Budget Accounts Available

'·

Don Bolt Lecture
To Close Series
The final in the summer series
of "Lecture Under the Stars" will
be presented Monday, August 8,
at 8 p.m. when Don Bolt speaks
on "Latin America Powerful Unknown" in front of the Administration Building.
A student of Latin American
affairs for many years, Bolt recently returned to the U.S. after
touring Venezuela, Santo Domingo, Trinidad, Mexico, and Central America.
Having traveled to Cuba during the Batista rule and again
during the Castro l'Ule, Bolt is
now spending much of' his time
interviewing Cuban refugees.
Bolt has formerly worked as a
newspaper reporter, an NBC
news commentator, and as pro·
fessor of Inter-American Affairs
at the University of Kansas City
in 1948. He also served as a volun. -teer lecturer for the Office of the
Co-Ordinator of Inter-American
Affairs.

Wlao"s eo.ilig Tt~ Take
Us Away!

D t R• H01·1

Dr. Reina Hall bas arrived at
UNM to assume the duties of
Acting Dean of the College of
Nursing.
Dr. Hall has had a long career
as a public health nursing consultant, including army service
in Italy, and formerly served on
the faculties of St. John's University, Hunter College, and the
University of Arizona.
She comes to UNM from
Tucson, Arizona where for the
past year she has been director
of nursing for the Pima County
Health Department.
Founded Program
The new UNM dean started the
public health nursing program at
Hunter College and served. on the
Hunter faculty from 1953-65. At
the University of Arizona last
year, she initiated a course in
basic research in the College of
Business and Public Administration. Prior to that assignment, she
was on leave of absence from
Hunter to integrate mental health
nursing into the basic program
in the College of Nursing at the
University of Arizona.
Dr. Hall served in the Army
Nurse Corps during World War
II, from 1942-47, in North Africa
and Italy.
Did Hospital Survey
One of her assignments was to
conduct a survey of all hospital
installations and nursing facilities in North Africa and. Italy.
Her report on that survey as well
as a history of nursing activities,
"M'tousa and Natusa," are now
in the archives of the Department
of Defense, Washington, D.C.
During the last years of her
military service she was "on loan'!
from the Army to the Red Cross
to assist in the establishmertt of a
Red Cross health program for
personnel in Italy. Part of that
job was to investigate all schools
of nursing-or what was left of
them-in Italv, to see what could
(Continued on page 6)
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Adams had expressed his hopes
that UNM would eventually obtain it. Tentative plans call for
its placement in the Concert Hall
the next majot• phase of the Fine
Arts Center scheduled for opening this fall.
The torso, occupying a walnut
base, is on view in the lower gal·
!cry of the Fine Arts Center.
Twenty of Kenneth Adams' paintings from the University works
and from private Albuquerque
collections .will remain on view
through Aug. 19. Visiting hours
are from noon until 5 p;m, daily
except Monday and Saturday,
Intense Admiration
Ellen Bellingham, secretary of

stepped Up War

Billions May Starve in 35 Years
II Current Trends Hold Steady

the Art, Museum, noted contributions to the Adams memorialsmall ones from students as compared with larger one from his
contemporaries -· all express the
intense admiration the campus
commurtity as well as townspeople held for the artist.
Sculpture Gaston Lachaise was
born in Paris where he studied
and began exhibiting at the Paris
Salon at the age of 16. Shortly
nfter moving permanently to the
United States in 1906, he exhi·
bited at the notable A'l'mory
Show .. Until 1920 he worked full
time as sculptor's assistant, first
in Boston with Kitson and later
in New York with Manship.

About three-fourths of the students responding to the LOBO
opinion poll q~Jestion, "What
llhould America's military action
be if the North Vietnamese
clmnge their present state of
mind and execute captured American pilots!", are agreed that the
war llhould be expanded..
The m categories in which
most of the answers may be
grouped indicate that there is a
wide \'Uiety of opinion on moves
the United States should make.
Three students responded that

negotiations, and five said present
adion should continue.. Two students said it is nCft'SSI!ry for the
U.S.. In officially declare war, then
begin increased war activity.

Food Diminishing

NEW YORK, N.Y. (ED) If
the world's food supply keeps pace
with the population growth at the
present level, within 35 years
four billion people will be suffering from the effects of hunger and
malnutrition.
In a speech dedicating a new

Must;U Students
Fovor Escolotion
Should Pilots Diif

if lthe exeeutions sboulcl oo carJri¥ out<, .Ameriean :fo~ should
eD!t:ule all Viet Cong prisoners.
Seven students recommended ~;bet......
the U.S. do nothing but pull out of
Asia. Oniy two :respondents .ad-ted f'm111er attempts to reach

THE KUNM PRO.GRAM
STAFF is developing programs
on issues of importance. In this
"dry-run" discussion of "black
power" are (1. tor.) Rudy Andrews (back to camera), a member pf the W. E. B. Dubois
Club; Phil Nicholson, a 'member
of SDS; and Tim Hunter, a
inember of Young. Americans
for Freedom. KUNM expects to
devote at least an hour/weekly
for representatives of dill'erent
points of view on the political
spectrum. Enjoying his own
contributions to the discussion
is Charles Driscoll, a local attorney and member of NAACP,
recently returned from Selma,
Alabama civil rights work.

Artist's Memory Honored
Contributions continue to arrive
daily at the University of New
Mexico from all parts of the
country for the purchase o£ a
Lachnise sculptute in memory of
the late Kenneth M. Adams.
Originally the bronze torso was
shown at UNM as part of the
Twentieth Century Sculpture Exhibit by an internationally recog·
nizcd sculptor.
To Memorialize Professor
Its put•chasc in memory of the
late professor emeritus of art is
planned as fulfillment of his long
admil•ation of the fom·-foot Molptut•c completed in 1927.
Clinton Adams, dean of the
College of Fine A:tts, noted that

in surh elementary terms that the
Indian does not 1Jllderstand why
sometlhing has to be done the new
way instead of the way his anc:estors have been doing for centuries." Salveson explained. "The
Indian is not iilupid, but he has
never had the opportunity to
learn."' Teaching better farming
to these IndiaJIS hall to be taught
as :reading and writing are to a
6-year-old child..
_ F.tia Aa Esperiaent
At pftSent the farm is an ex;periment with barley, potatoes,
and quinoa_ a Peruvian cereal
grain.. Salveson is alsO trying to
eross-breed pigs to find chuzcos,
a good native J>tock that could
(Continued o~ page 6) • .:~A
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oc or eJno
Assumes Duties
~~!~~H.~~~!'!!.._As Nursing Dean

Responsibility Is
Missing Ingredient

For prying into any human affairs, none are equal to those
whom it does not concern.
Victor Hugo

~

to operate in four areas-animals,
agriculture, cottage industries,
and model rural homes-Salveson
explains that "I ani just trying
to teach the Indians how to care
for the animals."
The Indians trust Salveson and
have confidence in· him, but they
are 400 years behind, and the
language barrier slows progress
considerably. The older men in
the community speak only a "pidgin" English, the women, none at
all. Only the younger people speak
a comprehenda):)le Spanish.
Change Through Youth
The road to change, Salveson
thinks, is through the youth. The
older people in these communities
are pessimistic and wary of

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Hammock at William· Duffy's
Farm in Pine Island Minnesota"
by James Wright. Logan said he
considered these among the most
important of the contemporary
poets.
Defines Poetry
He also read a number of his
own works from his new· book
tentatively titled "The Anonymous Lover." The title was suggested by Logan's definition of
poetry.'' Poetry is an anonymous
kind of loving which occasionally
becomes personal when there are
people present who care to
listen," he says.
Modern literature and existential criticism are of special interest to the p1·ofessor-poet who
has been widely published in sucJ:.
magazines as Harper's, Saturday
Review, and The New Yorker.
Logan, who is teaching two
English courses at UNM this
summer, taught most recently at
San Francisco State College. He
will leave for a professorship at
New York State .University in
Buffalo, following his stay at
UNM.

Woodm//-fllliaH

ANIHROPOI.OGY
All'

255-5581

Deli~rr

(Continued from Page 1)

Into Fall

CO~LEGE

By LYNNE FRINDELL
ing at the University of New
(Ed. note. Miss Frindell is one of Mexico during the summer of
15 students chosen by the U.S. 1965, He was graduated from
State Department to participate Luther College in Iowa and is
in a pilpt program designed to now operating an experimental
train people in better reporting farm begun by the Peace Corps to
of Latin American all'airs. She help the Aymara Indians in the
is a senior at UNM and is major- area. ·
ing in journalism.)
Salveson Teaches Indians
LIMA, Peru-The dry, rocky
The farm buildings and equipscrub-filled plains of the area ment are owned by the Maryknoll
around Lake Titicaca, the high- mission in Pe'l'u, and Salveson
est navigable lake in the world, works closely with the Maryknoll
are a far cry from· the- miles of fathers in the area to try to teach
waving wheat in North Dakota to the Indians more efficient farming
Frank Salveson, Peace Corps methods. The $106,700 annual bodvolu·nteer, working in Ichu, Peru. get for the operation of the model
Salve:;;on, a native · of Wild farm is provided by the MaryRose, North Dakota, spent six of knoll mission.
his 14 weeks of Peace Corps trainAlthough the farm is set up

Poet Logan •••

Go from Summer
Sizes:

PeaCEtfCorps Farm in Peru Helps Indians.

LISTEN TO KNMD

ammonia plant of a well known
chemical corporation, William B.
Copeland, said the problem of
growing enough food is complicated because there is litOe
chance of developing new lands
to gl'Ow crops for the staggering
increase in population.
Hunger Zones Listed
Citing statistics, be said,
United Nations demographers
predict that the populations of
Asia, Latin America and Africa,
may increase by 75 per cent by
1986. By 1980, Latin America may
have 376 million, Asia, excluding
China and Japan, one and a half
billion, and Africa, 421 million. It
is these 1mderdeveloped areas of
today; he said, that are the potential hunger zones of tomorrow.
An international agency working under the auspices of the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the
World Food Program is now in
operation on an eXperimental
scale. F AO's primary tasks are
to assist member nations to raise
'their nutritional standards by
improved production and distribution of food 1 and to contribute
(Continued on page 2)

Among those who endorse
stepped up war efforts, a graduate student in business admiuistr.ation said, ..the U.S. :should retaliate with all possible weapons,
including nuclear. against Hanoi
and other major North Vietnamese cities and the U.S. should also
Cl1l'l'J" out internal political assassffiation.s.'' A senior in electrical enginEering said, "we should
invade North Vietnam and bomb
Bed Ghiu.a..
'sr.L·-~~Another proponent of escalation,. a senior medical student,
suggests "merciless annihilation
until they concede and come to the
peace table." An electrical engineering major responded with
"'bomb them back to the :stone
{Continued on page 8)

Reogon Is Named
UAssociate Dean
Fred C. Reagan has been
named associate dean of men at
the Umrersity of New Mexico.
His advancement front assistant
dean, a pOst he ball held for t\o.'!~
~ was aunmmeed by Dean of
Men Howard V. 1\fatban~·.
Currently working on a Ph.D.
in English at Uh"1M:, Dean Reagan
earned his nndergraduate and
Dla.lrter":s degree from Eastern
New ia(exico University. He also
taught there one :sttnune:r.
Deam. Reagan, born iilrn El Paso,
aHenOOd seoondar1 schools in
Tlllcwm:ari, present home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Reagmn,llll'i' South First.. He is married to the former Betty Yvonne
Parmer. daughb!r of lb·. and Mrs.
J. A. Parmer, 1302 South Second,
of the same community. and the
couple has two daughters.

..
-

.
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Starvation
Due This Century

(Continued .From Page 1)
to expanding world trade in agricultural products, The role · his
corporation plays, he said, is supplying much of the ammonia
which is a major ingredient in
chemical fertilizers.
Plants To Help
The new plant, in Lake Charles,
La., the largest of its kind in the
world is capable of producing
enough ammonia to fertilize 28,.
000 acres. There are plans, he
said for the construction of more
plants with a production capability equal to this one.
The reason for building the
'ptllnt and planning others, Copeland said, is to minimize the imminent danger of uncontrolled
hunger throughout the world,
Technically, by 2000 A.D. we
should know how to feed 7.4 billion people. But, he said, there
are many factors to be considered
in eliminating hunger on a planet
teeming with humanity; increased
food supplies through increased
fertilization is a major one.

Week.' s Events
Monday, August 8. "Lecture
Under the Stars," with Don
Bolt, in front of Administration Bldg., 8 p.m.
Tuesday, August 9. Summer
Fare Classic: "Quo Vadis."
SUB Theater, 6 and 8 p.m.
Wednesday,
August
10.
Children's Theater: "Puss 'N'
Boots." Ballroom, 1 p.m.
Thursday, August 11. Summer Fare Foreign Films: "Two
Women.'' SUB Theater, 6 and
8 p.m.
Friday, August 12. Summer
Film Fare: "The Seven Faces
of Dr. Lao.'' SUB Theater, 6
and 8 p.m.
'STYUSH1 HIGH-ClASS COMEDY.'
-tiME IM.GAZINE

WALK, DON1 RUN.
... to the land

of the rising

SAMANTHA JIM
EGGAR • HUTTON

-

IU

SIEGEL

w
.A,L.K
• • ..

PAIIAYISIO!l'

1ECHiflCOlOR'

NOW SHOWING

HI LAND

NEW YORK (CPS)- The case
of the teachers dismissed at' St.
John's University has been taken
into the ecclesiastical courts of
the Roman Catholic Church.
The step - new in the annals
of American Catholicism - was
taken by the Rev. Peter O'Reilly,
a leader of the professors who
were relieved of the teaching duties and other responsibilities by
school officials last Dec. 15.
Father O'Reilly, in his own
name and the namefr of 14 of the
31 teachers who were discharged
from St. John's without a hearing
filed a canonical bill of complaints
against St. John's University and
the Rev. Joseph T. Cahill, the
president of the university.
Father Cahill is a member of
the Vincentian Order, which has
founded and operates St. John's,
the nation's largest Roman Catholic University.
The teachers addressed their
complaint to Msgr. Marion J.
Reinhardt, Officials of the Diocessan Tribunal, or court of ecclesiastical law, of the Diocese of
Brooklyn.
As Officialis, Msgr, Reinhardt
is the presiding judge of a court
of 15 monsignors, all trained in
canon law. These courts are the
basic authority in the ancient legal system of the Roman Catholic
Church and each of the 150 archdioceses and dioceses in the United States maintains such a court.
Normally, ecclesiastical courts
find themselves dealing with marriage questions and matters of
clerical discipline or ecclesiastical
jurisdictional disputes. Authorities on American Catholic history
have been unable to find a cornplaint similar to the one filed by
Father O'Reilly.
The teachers are not all members of the Diocese of Brooklyn.
Father O'Reilly, for example, is
a priest of the Archdiocese of
Chicago who is living in New
York.
The priests 'Said they bad chosen the Brooklyn diocese for filing
the bill of particulars since it is
within this diocese that the contracts with the university were
to be carried out. Both St. John's
campuses fall within the authority of the Brooklyn diocese.
In an interview, Father O'Reilly said that he had not heard
from authorities in the Diocese
of Brooklyn but he indicated that
if the complaint is turned down,
the case will be presented to the
next canonical court of appeals,
that of the Archbishop of New
York. If further appeals are necessary, he indicated that the
teachers would reach to still higher echelons of the Roman Catholic
Church.
The complaint cites a number
of points against the university
and its president, Father Cahill,
and concludes that the plaintiffs
feel their professional reputations
and, consequently, their ability to
earn a livelihood have been seriously jeopardized.
They also contend that St.
John's academic effectiveness has
been endangered and its reputation bas suffered with the censure of a number of academic and
professional societies.
The plaintiffs asserted that they
have remained open · to discussions with the authorities of the
school but with no success. They
say they would prefer mediation,
as opposed to arbitration, and desire "informal discussions" with
school authorities.
This appears to be an indirect
appeal to the Bishop of Brooklyn
who once was rector of the Catholic University of America, to intervene. Up to now, the bishop
has refused to take a stand in
the dispute.

Will a boy Ol' a girl ~ke the
most rapid gains in strength when
taking part in an intensive
weightlifting program?
Are rapid-fire calisthenics the
best way to develop stamina or is
1·unning the better method for
building endurance?
These are some of the questions
being studied during the summer
sports fitness school for boys and
girls at UNM.
Proves Success
This is the second year for the
program, an outstanding success
in its first term. Two extra instructors had to be hired this
summer due to the increased enrollment, Of the 97 participating
youngsters between the ages of 9
and 13, 20 are girls. Last year,
the school was for boys only.
Associate P.E. Professor Dr.
William A. Bynum is in charge of
the eight-week school. Dr. Bynum
received his advanced degree from
the University of Illinois, one of
only two other Universities with
summer fitness programs similar
to UNM's.
Tested For Three Days
He pointed out that these University programs are unique in
that the children are put through
a three-day battery of tests before
the classes begin. At the end of
tl1e the 7th week, the children will
be giveJ1. another series of tests.
By evaluating how far the in·
dividuals have advanced, researchers will be able to determine the
effectiveness of various physical
training techniques. Such research
activities are subordinate to the
primary program of the summer
school. The parents are payingand getting-eight weeks of topquality sports instruction for
their children.
Classes start promptly at 1:30
p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays Thursdays and Fridays. The youngsters have Wednesdays off because, as Dr. BynUDl says, "this
is a tough fitness program and
the kids need the mid-week rest."
"The classes are designed to
build sports competence and confidence," Dr. Bynum says. "Actual
participation in games is kept to
a minimum and we emphasize in·
dividual coaching to help build
the youngster's skills.''
At 3:45 p.m., the children
gather for a half hour of concentrated calisthenics, weightlifting, and running. Ws during this
last period of the day when re•
search statistics are gathered on
the children.
One question which has intrigued physical education teachers concerns increases in strength
of boys versus girls. They know
that over long periods of time,
boys will end up with greater
strength and larger muscles. But
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Many Other Items to Choose From
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J
Open 8 A.M. to I0 P.M. Every" Day
Including Sunday

30 I Romero NW

247-4402

by 2 unique cross-reference charts

~-------------------~
2. A Quick·Referenc·e Table indicates pages
in various standard textbooks that cor·
respond to topics covered In chapte
of the Outline.

Over 100 titles on the following subjects:
BUSINE.ss· •
''OitAMA'

" ...

.
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ECONOMICS
EDUPATION
• ENGIIiiEERING
ENGLISH

GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE

MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY

OUTSTANDING FACILITIES &
EXTRA FEATURES: Excellent food
and diversified menus (20 meals
per week- full seconds). 0 Single,
double and triple occupancy rooms.
o Private and semiprivate baths. o
Quiet and fireproof. 0 WaH-to-wall
carpeting and double drapes. 0 Air·
conditioning throughout. 0 Comfort·
able, homelike furnishings, de·

signed exclusively for The College
Inn. o Private dining rooms for
residents and their guests. 0 Large,
heated swimming pool. 0 Game and
TV lounges. o "Quiet" lounges for
reading and study. o Private, off.
street parking. 0 Laundry facilities.
tJ Maid service. o Parties, dances
and other social events. 0 Intra·
murals.

SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY'
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

Inn
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into two groups with half doing
high stress calisthenics, the other
half going through various running exercises.
The results from these regimens
will be valuable in determining
which form of exercise is the most
effective in building cardio-respiratory stamina.
Test results will be of special
value to parents. Dr. Bynum plans
to meet with the mothers and
fathers at the end of the school,
Individual records will be compiled and delivered to the parents.
They
be able to use these results in guiding their children to
improve in areas where they show
skill deficiencies.

with BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART

Week days 8 a.m. lo 9.p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.rn. & 4 p.m. fCI 8' p.m.
Op~n most Holldaya

10%

Page3

CAN STAY
ON TOP
OF YOUR

WOODROW WILSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES

what happens under short term,
high intensity exercise?
To find out, Bynum's staff analyzed the results of the first tests
and paired the 20 girls with 20
boys having similar physiological
test scores with both groups taking part in a weightlifting program at the end of each day. Each
boy and girl lifts the same
weights the same number of
times.
During the 7th week of school
when the final tests are given, it
will be possible to determine
whether the boys or girls have
gained the greatest strength from
the daily workouts.
The other boys were paired off
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Try Canon Court U Sum mer Fitness School
Ousted Teachers. Double }n Research Work

Schroeder-Wilson Pharmacy.
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as 1ngt:on

By CARROL
CAGLE
(Ed. note. Carrol Cagle is pretl
k'
. W h' t
sen Y wpr mg m
as mg ~n,
D.C. for Rep. Thomas G. Morns,
D-NM. A 1966 graduate of UNM,
Cagle pl~ns to return t~ Albuquerque m the fall to a1d Rep.
Morris in his election campaign.).
WASHINGTON- Civi1 rights
THE YOUNG WAY OF TBINKJN'G
appears, for the ~ime being .at
THE BRAND OF THINKING h
b A K
th least, to have echp.sed the V1et
.
s own Y • enne
Nam war as a top1c of concern
Y~, director of UN.M's Student Health Service, is the in Washington.
b
d that this ·
• b
'1i" · • ·.' ··.
·I
.
This renewed urgency in a perran
umversity
t we';.~1111t.mto al of Its ennial issue comes because of the·
departments. . . . . . ... ,
· · ·" · ·
resurgence of riots throughout the
::
Hismterestin·tJte.newStmlent.Health~iseleatfy' . _cq~,f;cy;.>: ~:_Cb~JI.~.. Cie.:r~d· ...
-· · · :·
·
.... · ~ .": · ~- .·· ·--~--~..,.""" ~-ll.liJta-.e.,~-.

Fridpy, August 5,

widesprepd debate over danger of racial violence in its
as a tactic and as major cities-at least of the tenor
a phllosophy, that has sparked elsewhere,
new concern among congressional
The reasons for thi
and administration leaders and plex ethnically and soclo~:e. ciramong the public
'
but 'suffice •t to
thg~at6'
•
South has e~ orteday h a
.e
"Could Happen Here"
r . 1d
N m~ t
Its
The first factOr gives many of- ::~~ sm~~jd~;se, 0 %h a ynaficials and private citizens reasol' oi virtually ev~:ar · ; c~r!'l ;re~
to th~nk: "It ~ould happen he_re." city or the Northya~d :e:~~ f~d
And 1t could, m~~ed, happen m a that is why the fear is more wid _
good many Cities across the spread and deeper h th
e
United States, between Watts and versation is domin~t-=-d ~y d~s~:=
Harlem.
sion of racial violence.
Almost any city north of the
Victims Are Negroes
Mason-Dixon Line of much size
Not' only w}l.ite reactionaries
~..a,comm~t)' of.~~~s~:w~o, •.. ~·tl).eir ~m. '!iut so--called . .
moWd ~-~ tliji,(;.ce~ry, •. •:Jii 4'b:.alllt·Nep;R))·t!lj-.·~ ,..

.. , ,
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f
p
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r 0 m I se
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"blac~ power"
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.
·
the Rand Datly Ma1l, Laurence speakmg people surrendered pohtGander, once said: "We may print ical sovereignty when the Union
what we like, but the readers don't was founded in 1910. There has
like to follow us." The same holds never been a Prime Minister of
for the Kennedy visit.
British descent. The English have
The government refused to see abdicated to the Afrikaners, first
him the South African Broad- in appeasement and later through
casting Corporation attacked him fear. ~ow, i~ ~he shad~w of the
as soon as . ~e left the country, ~h~~es1an cns1s, thez:e 1s no posand the Afnkaans-Ianguage press S!btllty that the Enghsh, who are
conditioned readers against him pr~b!lbly mqre moderate ~n th~ir
before he arriv:~d..
?Pim~ms, can resume their pohtJDig
To quote Die Landstem, one of 1cal mftuence, even though th.ey
the more moderate· Afrikaans represe1_1t 46 per cent of the white
;·
f;~h:P:.~':;.t~ c~~=~~~
papers: •:uewants~be-president popou~a~~~oooo bite
ted f
..~'· ·: . ,
. · . ·. ~ ·Amer-Je&· and the_ World ••. ·
ny .. ,
!
s vo
or
~--~:not:.inU.Ileaot.tand.~·oftJie:~.s~-F- ·-:.mQ~l'i~~;~.n.ia:~·~::.::~ - te ~--~~. .:~~<g:f·:~-<er·oalil ·:·<~:' ·' 'ee ·.~ . . . -:._.-'·· .. :. ·:·.. -~-l~~~.~.au~·~:.~---~-- --.-.. ·.ale-~:~.,.·~~·~·!';~· .·.. ·..:: ·--~eet· .two,~ :Bol;)by 'J<',ennedx.·.:·?rogr~e~cand.ldates (w~o sup.,. -~~~ _;.i:, ~ ~ ........ ·-~~ ....:...:a....:..-u ':.:L~2~~-~::...:~ :~
·lllli!J...-,'i.,.lli.M'~ ~jt;~·· :rUq-.jjf;~·~~~:f.M~'.:.~if&ii!s:r·I'·w~?~~;=J)~.;
~J!t~!t ~o~1:r'· ~-~:'~:':it:~.,: .~)ii- ~ai, ~- ,:.~ •.--~~:m· SQ¢;~; ·.>:. 7;c.-:one· of ~ 'lUOI!S.?:ec:kless.]Xl'Iit-. ~· JlO:~ a. mrilti-!aCial fr~chtse) m
• • "..-: . - - - . uo:uu•;r •oOdtibitJ •. a&~.; :. &U!ll:CA'-18-ln ·: ~· · g4tapliiia~~J..:. -jlljd_ 'Soatls' ~ :11s16fP,peail-.·1Nf;_l.ii ~ f [r ", ··.' · · ~ ·• ··... · : ·.'..
' ':. ,· .,_..,. ·~· ·,: · · · ~~~H:,~~:,.,he .· ,,. ~ ; ..·. ·,:a;e~:---·· · ~-**' YW\:•~- ·~~- bY.' -a_'~~~·.~ ..'\~:· ·iiiat ·leli~·'in~thi~:Wiirfil ,. ·.· •. :He. ·_- tlie· l~st _gen~ral election. Only
· h..- the-student will 'benefit .from tbese Qe'lt'faeilities, And .
-· · . ·· ·.
..: . ... it is. & 1leeond: ~tw.: .
·~~d-as., ~~,;·.~_..._lii$e )'eOP'hJW. thili' CO;qr).· ~ ·'lA&DYl·' ~- f~rutg ...hall the ·~e. _lfo,_Chi~ Minh , t'hose; .few . ~II take Ken?Jedys
-:;..:. · · · _ - . .
. •
~ . . . · :· . :... ·.
·.. ,..
..
.
.. ~of ...Jit.fadt:~·" .wbii:b ha
. .
. ~1'~-,t~m~ ~~.·try .are), .have begn ~ ..as. a· stu:~. b'ae_k to -:t~. cau_se. of. Kennedy m the U.S. f!>l' his p~o· word'S, ~nd h1s condemnaJ;Ion of
-- ·it.~
the ~1\ bluepriJ~t$~~..Y~s. ~':' ·
'··· ·: · ;.;:;;)'. '· ._ · :·. --~ ~ ·~ld!t.S.::: ~••...~.il: .a~~n~
.•·. .:~.-·~est ~-.a . ~~.· , .e.rc,._wbar ·b~ ~:r nf..:·.'~i~ · .
~.-.~.-~ ,m:
. ~~ .ii~d. ~e. ~~d).'.'l!l ~ · (OI)'lm~~st. sta.n. d··· in. yiet N.~· a.{)·a~held· (pronounced .apartnestne$5 that wiD be plenty.
· · ·· ., · ·
.·.~.·,lalle;b.Gth.··~·ilftdUt!.
·. umC · :·· ··
~t'. · wg~~n. ·.' -.· ... ~·. V-onter. in· bb. ~rt.s ~ 11U)a8h ~.bl'~~~Ii~~.lJ'l!Joc.ltUS'~~. ·. ~., .y~·.he._Is K.eii.~Y would . -~ ) tit heart. The rest will forHO.
;tb.wceuntey.;~.JolitJSon~-.
.. ~e.~tm1em bet~n:ma$lie 'NUSAS..:...
. . . ... . .
~~dt:ed•- t - a_ pr~rnment leadtlle. u.~. in c;ompletely the get. . .
.
.
IN LISTENING.'I'p,1 JQM, we can't get aroood the feelJ;l; I IIIIU
~ntly joineel the debate at least ·
hia tru~ effect on th111. laua of
The pastyea.P saweamliUI'J after Afrikaans. nwspaper, D.ie B'eeld, wrong direction.
As Kenne_dy himself _sa1~, t~e
•
,
. .brdirecti
'
aparthe1d;
campus take the protective step has foun~l.lt necessary to prophesy
••
•
hope fl?r, ~s country lies. tn -~~s
•
•
•
mg that heres someone who eazes..-really cares. W1th all
"We f.ive ~en working to reFor NUSAS, Kennedy's visit of abandoning "automatic enroll- more bannings. of student leaders ·
No Br1tish OftieJals
youth, antl ~1\e effect of h1s VISit
the talk (and in all fairness, there is much truth in it) of
By Pete Kendall
lieve their plig1lt," the President
-achieved all that was expected, ment" in NUSAS of all students, by th!'l goyerntnent to counter the
The political situation in this has been to mcre~se an~ strength- ·
- _ _ .
•
Mi4 af Negrou who take mattel'!l
and mO.J:C. For th:.;ee yea?-'8> NU- replacing it with "centre .enroll- upswmg 1n morale.
nation is strange•. The English- en NUS AS and 1ts al11es.
the unpersonalnation and mecbannation of ~ll~g~ life,
into. their own· hands. "Riots in
SAS h~s been. rockmg on Its beels ment," in which the student g0vGovernment Bans .
Young comes through like a country doctor who makes house
the streets do not bring about
under mcreasmgly savage gOVern- ernment of the campus aftiliates
But because of the Kennedy
One-Day Service on Shirts
.
Some forty-odd yea1-s after jazz
The final two volumes, "The lasting reforms. They make reme~t attacks, an~ denouncements with NUSAS on behalf of the stu- visit, such bannings will be .tricky
- ""'"'~"
e
Quality Dry Cleaning
ciillii. And while they're hard as hell to find these days, traveled up the Mississippi River, Birth of Jazz" and "The Flower- form more difficult by turning
of 1t as commumst because past dent body, and students are not for Vorster to execute. The whole
Alterations
they"re still worth Joolring for and well worth remembering Folkways Records produced an ing of New Orleans Jazz," are away the very people who can and
members '!nd leaders were fo~ced personally NUSAS members. And world knows that NUSAS Pres• •
• enlightening five volume set, "The dedicated to documenting some must support reform."
~Y a gro'Ymg sense of defeat mto even this has not been ''protec- ident Ian Robertson was banned
So, when Young says, "A Student Health Serv1ce IS not Music of New Orleans."
pertinent and controversial points
It is· the concept of "working to
1rrespons1ble ~cts of sabatoge.
tive" enough for thost; wh~ with for inviting Kennedy here, and
· t th
- ent - th buildin this
• will
be
All masterminded and recorded of interest for New Orleans de- relieve their plight" which is unThe years smce 1959 have seen to shy from any multi-rac1al or- the eyes of the world will be on
PHONE 2"2-.512"
111 HARVARD SE
JUS
e eqwpm
m e
g
serv.tce
never
by Samuel B. Charters, noti!d. his- votees.
der challenge "Black power'' ad
the erosion of the academic free- ganization.
further bannin~
an impersonal one:• it seems likely that's the way it's going torian on the subject, these albums
"The Birth of Jazz" contains a vocates such ~s Floyd McKissick
dom of the university to decide
Believes In Youth
Apart from it~ effect ·on. NUIf your clothes are becoming to youto be
prove conclusively that the Cres- highly amusing interview with of CORE and Stokely Carmichael
who shall teach, who shall be
Into this crisis, and the larger SAS what effect did the Kennedy
they should be coming to us.
•
ent City, quite apart from its musicians Charlie Love and Har- of SNCC (now almost totally
taught, and what shall be .taught. crisis facing all of South Africa, visit' have here? The editor of
WHATEVER ELSE WE MAY say to Young (and reputation as the spawning rison Barnes who tell of the Negro in makeup) object to NeAs hea~m'!ster Robert Btrley of Sen. Robert Kennedy came like a ~~~.:::_~~.:_~:.._:~~~::__!!!=:=========""'=:::::====:::===,..=:='====::===!!grounds of jazz, must have been legendary Negro cornetist Buddy groes being "given" their rights
Eton sa1d m the annual NUSAS whirlwind of cbange and promise,
"thanks" seems a logieal place to begin) • we can say with a fairly active place before the Bolden. The flip side includes some
p 'd s
ht
•
Day of Affirmation Speech last inJ· ecting new enthusiasm into the
r•upon
e oug
"You mu8 t be among the
NavY
closed
down
its
"Red
Light
revealing
exposes
of
New
OrThey
look
black
power
as
year,
conviction. •-we're glad you're on our side."
District" in 1917.
leans Sporting Life, Storyville, helping forge a healthy racial
very fe'!" who hold speeches to
To quote Charters' comprehen- and the outerlying districts of identity for the Negro, who in
keep al:~e the memory of your
defea.ts.
sive notes: "In the nineteenth Milneburg and the Irish Channel. turn can use that pride to cast
century the city was 'filled with
Charters' documentary reaches off meek submissiveness and
Th1s year, the Day of Affirmamusic. There were brass bands, its peak with the inclusion of the achieve progress politically and
tion speaker was Kennedy. The
string !)rchestras, amateur sym- fifth volume, "Flowering of Jazz." economically.
AND STILL THE WHt·
Many whites, though, link black
phonies, and wandering street For here, trumpeter Punch Miller
narrates some remarkable incites power and violence. They are insingers.
into the lives of past musicians
David Otis Kelley, UniverThe University of Texas has a pretty campus. It's
Q-1 sent my change of address
"The aim o;f this group of re- and backs his statements by pr~ terested in seeing Negroes make
sity Librarian, has added to the
to
the
Treasury
Disbursing
Office,
cordings-done in the city in the viding authentic: imitations of past progress, perhaps, but are more
big. It's modem. As a ru1e it's friendly. Most students
Chicago, Illinois. Why haven't my shelves two books, "Science in
seven years between 1951 and cornetists Buddy Petit and Chris interested in maintaining the
Elementary
Education"
and
checks
come to my new address?
at high schoolS around Texas hope they'll spend their
1958-was to .find and preserve as
"Learning
Theories
for
Teachers,"
much of the cities' musical tradi- Kelly.
"fabric of society," and orde!,'ed,
A-Changes of address should through a gift from an Albuquercollege career at big UT. They like the spirit, the parties,
tion as possible. Here is. the music
Emile Barnes, Peter Bocage, constitutional change. Black powbe sent to the VA Regional Office que couple.
of the brass bands, the dance George Lewis, and Tony Parenti er, they believe, goes outside the
the people, the fun. It's a :rah, rah school, and always
having jurisdiction of your case.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl R. Wilson,
. Gras, and th.e mus1c
•
are heard from to round out the nonns of an ordered socie+... and
h a IIs, M ar dIS
Disbursing Office officials would 5709 Chaparral NW, in apprecia·
something is going on.
""
of the streets themselves. The set.
have no way to check addresses. tion of Mrs. Marjorie Ford's work
music of shoe shine' boys, vegetNow that the reader is suffi- wreaks anarchistic havoc.
But 1ast Monday it was the phu:e where nobody wanted
Q-1 receive a nonservice-con- as teacher of their second grader,
:But the black power advocates,
able criers, guitar players, and ciently impressed by Folkways'
nected
disability pension from the Cameron, made the gift.
to be esperially those who were there. Thirteen people,
street evangelists. The music that noncommercial bit of Americana, as was noted by Tom Wicker of
VA amounting to $80 a month.
Librarian Kelley noted that it
was recorded was as much as pos- he will most certainly want to The New York Times, see "ornow dead, certaiDJy wouldn't have gone near the campus
If I no longer live with my wife represents tbc fi111t such contribusible the distinctive music of the posses11 all five volumes (which,
will l lose any of my pension and tion by appreciative parents in
city."
by the way, may be purchased one dered society'' and "constitutional
had they bowa wht awaited them. And if they hadn't
if so, how much?
recognition of excellent teaching.
Charters certainly has compiled at a time).
change" as a cruel jest which has
gone, tltey'd be alive like the rest of us. And they'd be
Established in 1965, Friends of
A-If you and your wife live
an interesting set of unlimited hisBe it known, however, that the not done them. any good. Whether
the
Library represent a national
apart and you are contributing to
wonderiag "w•y!' Wily did a 25-year-old student pereh
torical, if not musical, value.
li11t price given before is only these opposing concepts can be
her 11upport, your pension pay- movement to further the cause of
The lilltener is reminded that suggested retail and that sub- reconciled without further vio·
hi•self -... tlte .U.asity tower ud gun .down 43 1
ment will not change. If you and better library service in this counjazz in these LP's is ·superficial !ltantially reduced prices are com- lence is the talk of Washingtonyour wife Jive apart and you do try. They encourage money gifts
people?WJty!
;n
;: ••
ly n'lo. re than skin deep mon among most record deale111
d
not contribute to her support, you with a donation of $10 or more for
an rare
For
instance, the first volume,• thou~htful enough to carry ·the and af the country-th.1's •ummer
· Suddenly 16 people are dead. There's no reason,
will be considered a single person UNM Library use required for
"Mu11ic of the Streets and Music Folkways Une.
of 1966.
-without dependents- and }'QUr an annnal membership. They also
There's DO splauatioii.· Ouly the end of the dreaJDS and
of· .Mardis Gras," encompaues
maximum income could then not enco~ge donations of books. and
!lOme
hiiJlil)' esoteriC:- material. For
. -· "'
exc:eed '1800. per year. Your exact journals and locate private eolhopes and eapw .iJ"p .......~~ Of 16 peoph!~ ' .
'the:. ..dedicated: hiator:ian..,.....te4mage
leetious
that
may
be
.obtained-by
pension will depend on your. in'TEXAS' mONG 'NEW FUEUI
We aD ehake oar~ in revulsion,. ~ ~~'~n, in : ve~~ .IJ1!~d)e19, "tambourine
TEXAS' QUICK CHEVY
gift or donation.
dividual inCQJile.
supported
vocalists,
musical
saws,
.
...
'~"
AMUB. CHEVY
M-FUEL
~H~YSLEI
horror. "J.'hank 'God,
it "',._,didn't
happen here,
we,
think
,_ <- .,v.,
••
•
-.•
shoe-shin~ cloth solos, and Indian
•
quietly to ounelvea. And., indeed. thank; GoctJt 'cijdn't. , chants, wglit be' 'worth the al<
- CtLW.ENGU.. .. - . CHALlENGES
' .
. .- . · ..' . t~•
bum's. exhorbitant .list PXice ·of
_'i...,..n..;..::··
_:
....
;::
:
..
o•
•
~ ... :··
.,
But --·.did:it·i..':.........":
WAJ
'~ . : ........_..... ~
_..,.,~
~
$6·,98. •· But ·wheJi": o~ . eopsiders
•
~Tao . . . ..,. • ,._.•• ·~ 10
~houJd
m.o~t Iistener'.!J ~st;es. ~i! "articular . album could 'barcny bring
.
"ALIUQUEIQUE'S
DEFENDER
;
• ......... NEW MEXICO'S mONG
<·
· have ~Wliat~CiOUI flave IJeen done; what led
more than one dollar. The other
1'That · man from Rio"
AA.fUEL CHEVROLET' · •
,.. .... ,
NIW AA-JI.UEL ~HitYS.,LEI
the yoo,r Jdller t. t1D wllat :h tlid; Jrow. tltGse Gf,.us who .. •. ~our volumes are iicimething else
and_that gal fro.;. "Playboy"
again.
wenu't there WOtlld ....e ~ ourselves.
'
Volume Two dispkys the elforta
~
~~r~P~-..
are ''up to their ea~" in
of New Orleans• own Eureka
•
Aud psy~ :friends,. neighbors, witnesae.s..w.ill
mischievous fun
Bra!IS · BaRd in rehearsal playing
tell what motivated the J:(!UDg
how the' yoJriilt m~n.
"Panama," "Just A Little While
,
to Stay 'Here." "Eternity," and
couldn't have done wllat he has done.
· '· .,. · ·
... ". ' .. 427 CORVETTE
;
427 HEMI DODGE .
•
''Maryland, My. Maryland:' to
· \' The r r saGS KIY• wiD he forpttell as soon as they
name a few.
' ..
•
"The Music of the Dance Halls,"
are givea.. Aad..aoaa 'apia;st:lldeat,i. graduating from
Volume III, is more representative
high
in
YeUn ~
in ~~lt~'·{un,, the
of today's recreations of the original music now played by wither•
parties, the spiril, tlae nil, rail :adivities at big UT. Our
ing mu11icians in even more with1JomJr will wear . . .i-' a8 Uaeirs wiD. We'D soon forget
ering l!urroundingil'.
.
Interestingly
enough,
the
dance
fllat 16 people dial •eeil Jy .e hot. 811J11Met; 1~ter·
.. ""
~
.
"'
halls mentioned here (Luthjen's,
Gota0,..
...........
'8~M
TiNMtTrlalt·~:
... : .... 9AM
DOOil oa a c:ollep _,__ And we aD bow t._.t. things
Happy Landi~gs, Moulin Rouge,
,'. IIHhi..aiiGM~.'.~· .• ·;·..• ~·~~~ 1;PM"· ~.
~ ~ .... _
,,
and Mama Lou's) were all flour'
Jii:e tllat .i-' doa't kJf~ • ~ ..PJOPU&ei!J• ,
ishing concerns fifty yea111 agO
·4 Milft SOu1lt o.rwniaiWoy; ·tum East··~;·.
But it did last Monday. And still we· don't know why.
and lesl'l. And the musicians who
" ";; .... .
011 Los Picarot·IW.- ·aM • • • · · · . •
play (Deedee Pierce, Billie Pierce,
Deep down inside, there is that hom"ble, sticky,· disgustCharlie Love; Kid Thomas, Emile
"FOLLOW THE SIGIG"
Barnes, Albert Glenny, and Kid
.
.
iug feeling that there...ia DO one who can tell us. Why?
Clayton, to name !l few), though
"IT'S NOT THAT I DON'T BELIEVE IN SEX BEFORE
getting a1ong in years, perfonn
MARRIAGE. IT'S THAT 1 DO :8Ji.1LIEVE IN MARRIAGE
with obvious enthUISiasm and

0:

·f

,

.

!

.
.
stalwarts, and shoWing the famt
of heart and their parents that
there was an organization which
he, at least, was not ashamed to
be associated with.
In his own words: "Above all,
I have been impressed by South
African youth •.• so many of
those I have seen,. so .many of
those who are herem th1s hall tonight, are standing with th~ir
brothers aroun.d the globe for l!be~ty and ~quahty and human d1gmty, not m t~e ease and. comfort
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JOHANNESBURG (CPS) speech is intended to keep ahve
Bobby has been and gone. The Na- the memory of the days before
tiona! Union of South African 1959, when Witswatersrand and
Students is acting as if he had the University of Cape Town kept
never left and the government is ·their doors open to all qualified
pretendin~ he never came. Just students regardless of race.
who is closer to the truth 1
Few Participants
I was at Jan Smuts Airpo~t,
But South Africa has cllanged
Johannesburg:- wh~n he flew ·~· since 1959 and 50 has NUSAS,
and I was Wlth htm at the Umh' h . th 1 gest multi-racial
versity of Witsw~tersrand .in Jo- :X.;!ni;:tioneinafue nation. One of
hannesburg the n1ght of h1s la~t the most important crises facing
speech, when he travel~d from h1s NUSAS is that of membership.
car to the hall carr~ed .on the Uncommitted students, students
_ ~~!~ers. 0
enthusiastic_. :.s~- _ l.'ceva~le'!- upqn,b~ t~eir p;&rents
• ·'""''""~ . · . .·
: ·,:::·>-not "to' ·raelr.-the· }JQat,-.aald~ta

s·w'rrr ...
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ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE

City Couple Gives

Veteran Information

Books to Library
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Responsibility Is
Missing Ingredient
( Continued From Page 1)
insofar as people believe that responsibility is a burden.
Participati!)n Stressed
Closely tied to the idea of responsibility, Newhall declared, is
the idea of participation. Democ:racy should, he said, involve as
many people as possible in the
participation of making the
policies and rules of the land.
· Newhall cited four levels of
participation according to the
philosophy of Edward Lindeman.
These included acquiescence, assent, compromise, and consent.
·- "Often we don't reach consent
because we don't understand the
other person's point of view
enough," Newhall' said.·
Added to these .four types of
participation is-a fifth, said Newhall, and that is dissent.
·
"You're not wrong just because
you're in the minority, ani! so
help me, you're not right just because you're in the majority," he
declared.
· ·
Role Defined
.
The role of the minority, Newhall asserted, lies in credt'ive criticism of the majority and in so
doing, winning the right to be-.
come the majority.
Newhall felt that :radical dissent, the type that involves law
breaking, is justified 'under certain conditions.''
"If you engage jn :radical dissent, you must act openly and publicly, making no attempt to hide
your conduct," he said. This was
necessa1·y to justify radical dissent, he felt, because it showed
the person's sincerity in trying
to change concepts, rather than
simply trying to get away with
something.
"Go 'l'o Jail"
The second condition to radical
dissent, said Newhall, is acceptance of the consequences of break·
ing the law. "' ' ' Go to jail, pay
the fine.'' This testifies to your
I'espect for law and order," he
added.
"Dissent. must be ·non-violent,"
Newhall said. This was the third
condition to dissent. Part of the
democratic way is the respect for
the individual even for those with
whom you are in profound disagreement he said. "To the extent that the civil rights movement remains non-violent, it is
making a tremendous contribution to democracy," he stated.
Referring to the belief by some
that non violence is cowardly,
Newhall suggested, "Try it sometime." The willingness to absorb
violence rather than perpetrate it
is very courageous he said.

Doctor Reina Hall
Assumes Duties
(Continued From Page 1)
be done in the way of nursing
education. For this work she was
awarded the Medal of Honor by
the Italian government.
In Who's Who
In addition to her faculty as·
signments Dr. Hall has conducted
nursing workshops and special
courses at the Universities of
Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and California (San Francisco).
She is listed in the Who's Who
of American Women and is a Fellow of the American Public
Health Association.
.
Dr. Hall earned her bachelor's
and master's degrees from the
Catholic University of America
and her Ph.D. from St. John'f
University. Her master's is in
Mental Health Consultation in
nursing and her doctorate is in
psychology.
She is a member of the National
League of Nursing and the American Nurses Association and holds
a reserve commission in the U.S.
Public Health Service.
The learned are seldom pretty
fellows, and in many cases their
appearance tends to discourage
a love of study in the young.
H. L. Menken
To the graduating seniors of
this Univel'Jiity, we share ;with
you the sa.tisfaetion of having
· · reached the end of a major
aehievemellt. -ThorPH. Ormsby
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Peace Corps
Farm
Aids
Peru
Indians
..
. .

(Continued From Page 1)
thrive in the 13,000-foot heights
around Lake Titicaea.
"New and better markets are
·available to the simple Indians
Jiving near Ichu, but they do not
and cannot take advantage of
them," Salveson. explained. "They
sell their pigs for $10 around the
Ichu-Puno area, although if they
could get the stock to the coast,
the going price is $40."
Community farming cooperatives which are being organized
in these small villages are beginning to help the Indians. The
famil~es in the community each
.contr1b11te a small sum of moner.
· The total amount _gathered .rj;
e.nough to take. the commu~n;y
livestock to a mty wher~ pnces
. ~_~-re bette~.· These cooperatives are.
JUS~ gettmg under":ay, _and the
Ind1ans are· 'Rot feehng 1ts effect
yet.·
·
•
Salv.e~on Mak~s.Chan.ges
Th!l entire admmistratwn and
r~nmng of the 430 acre farms rest
With·· Salyes~n, and all cha_nges
made. are h1s own. He recently
traded with ·some of the village
Indians land on the farm for 33
acres of fa:rm land closer to the
lake shore.
The Indians in this area have
not retained the traditional mode
of Inca organization--community
cooperativism and self-help. The
people do not lack ability to help
themselves, but over the span of
ye·ars they never have had the
opportunity to understand or be
in a position of responsibility.
As a 1·esult it appears as if they
have no ambition, Salveson said.
"They pay people to build theh•
houses and construct their roads.
Now we are trying to teach the
people of these villages to work
together in building their houses
and community buildings.''
Youth Ups Trend
The village youth is slowly
bringing the 16th century village
into the 20th century. Local 4-H
clubs, Youth Agricultural Clubs
of Peru (CAJP) have been orgp.'Jlized in Peru, and they are
catching on in these ·sma1J· MID"
munities. The younger generation
is learning the responsibility that
goes with farming and at the
same time experimenting with
breeding better stock.
Salveson is now turning the
farm in a new direction.
"Since there is no pasture land
at these heights and grain feeding is expensive, I decided to
gradually get rid of the cattle,
sheep, and goats," he explained.
"The farm has spread itself too
thinly by dabbling in pasture
animals, crops, chickens, and
pigs.''
He is also teaching the villagers,
several at a time, how to :raise
bi!!P.'er and better potatoes, the

..

I
mamstay of the1r dtet. The ndians harvest potatoes no larger
than a silver dollar because they
do not fertilize or irrigate their
fields.
Harvest Should Improve
"When they do harvest large1•
potatoes, they eat them," Salveson said. "By teaching them, a
few at a time, how to raise the

.
t t
. th
or four
b1gger po a oes, m
ree
.
years their harvest. should 1mprove," Salveson saJd.
to
"The suc;cess of the. farm ,
the eight vtllages that It serves,
Salveson believes, "woul~ be to
develop a good breed of ptgs that
would bring the .I.ndians. more
d b
h 1 1s
money an
Y rmsm~ c .1c ~.1
an animal that can thr1ve m 1g

p1n1on

altitudes. Pasture land IS not
d d nd the u keep is minineel ,; ' a
P
maS. 1 son is on his own to use
h' ~ ve nuity to help the commu~~ ~~f~
ro ·ng up on a wheat
~1 y. . YJorfu Dakota and my
arm m
. . are the best
Peace. Corps tramull.ndgever have I
experiences I co
. h I had more ,
·
on1Y WJS
•

h
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But she doesn't know it. Sue's a good driver. And assume the right-of-way. Make defensive driving
that's the 1rouble. You've come to trust her over the pay off by practicing it every second of every minute
years ... but really, you can't. Because even the best you're behind the wheel. It takes extra effort-but
drivers end up in some of the worst accidents.
that extra effort's worth it.
Drive defensively, and you won't end up on the
The forty-nine thousand people who died on
receiving end of some other driver's mistake~ our highways last year would be the first to
or sudden move. At intersections, never
~
agree. If they could.
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By PETE KENDALL
LOBO Columnist
It all reminded us of the Ingemar J ohannsen-Floyd Patterson three fight circus some years back.
While the sportswriters drew lots to determine a
favorite and fight promoters provided verbal battles
for the public's amusement, Floyd and Ingo calmly
knocked each other about for 17 rounds (give or take a
few Gillette commercials) and proceeded to cross up
everybody.
So it was that the overwhelming majority of Lobo
fans who showed up at the polls this week to condemn
their team must have thought the situation similarly
hilarious. Unfortunately, the overwhelming majority
of Lobo football players may think it decidedly unfunny.
"It would be advisable,"· wrote one English major,
"that the Lobo football team be quietly forgotten rather
than tarnish UNM's public image any longer."
Kinda like the MIRAGE • . . huh?
One enterprising soul indicated, "They are not going
to have the talent to beat other top WAC teams, and
they need to re-examine their present strategy."
Maybe that fellow didn't witness spring training.
Another stated simply that "The competition looks
too good." Here certainly, is a valid point, and the WAC
race will undoubtedly be hotly contested, but the question
was whether the Lobos would finish last.
One senior suggested, "They don't know how to pass."
Other answers ranged from, "We're no good," to,
"Coach Weeks likes to run too much. Passing is very
much in fashion for college football, and it seems to
work better."
This last sportsfan offered as an example: "Texas
Western vs. Lobos, 1965. UNM has a lot of extremely
fast runners that would make nice ends and backs."
Of course, the people who should best know are the
ones who have been around awhile, and one graduate
student in particular wrote, "Weeks has a habit of coming up with something just when I think they won't do
well. So, I imagine the team will do all right this year."
A true historian.
And while one individual criticized the players for
"Poor training . . . They don't know the fundamentals,"
another sarcastically interjected, "There's bound to be
some worse than us . . • I hope."
So-Coach Weeks, staff, and players-with the avid
support of local fans, there's no reason for a poor showing this year.
Just remember, as you take the field against Utah
State at University Stadium, September 17, that all
UNM will be with you 100 per cent.
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On The One Hand There's
I

By PETE KENDALL
To find something consistent and unchallenged in the WAC conference race this fall,
you have to go looking for a conference
champion possibility.
Here, BYU, last year's top team, takes
an overwhelming margin of votes by Rocky
Mountain sportswriters( and who is more
qualified to judge) into their conference
opener with Arizona State at Provo. After
that, the situation, as has been characteristic
of this league in past years, could change.
The Cougar offense doesn't appear to be
on the immediate decline. Quarterback Virgil Carter, flanker Phil Odle, and halfback
John Ogden should again give league foes
a bundle of fits. In a word : class and more
class.
From what we saw of WYOMING last
year; they could strongly push the favorite.
Quarterback-passer Tom Wilkinsonmust be
replaced, but the rest of the backfield seems
solid with Jim Kiick and. Mike Davenport_

returning. And to soothe the loss of their
two top ends, Cowboy coach Lloyd Eaton
has moved Jerry Marion, a fine halfback, to
split end.
At this point, Wyoming's weak spot seems
to be its lack of an established passing
game, something NEW MEXICO worked
on in the spring to compliment a new "I"
formation with backfield veterans Carl Jackson, Carl Bradford, and Joe Casas. Coach
Bill Weeks may also have the best sophomore quarterback in theWAC, Rick Beitler;
Beitler, however, will have to displace senior
Doug Hendrick, an experienced and slick
performer.
Where New Mexico appears to be weakest
is in the offensive line. And to add insult to
injury (or vice-vers~, jf you will), veteran
tackle Jim Webb may be lost to tlie team
for several games due to a summer work ·
accident in his home town. Overall, the entire defense has shaped up. Watch out for
the Lobos. They have nowhere to go but up.

But On The Other Hand
.Tohn Stipech (touted by home P.R.'s as
sure-fire All-American material) both returning.
'Tis often hard (not to mention dangerous) to pick a cellar dweller for this conference. No one enjoys being told before the
season starts that he can't win a few conference games.
ARIZONA's Wildcats catch Iowa and Kansas in their first two games of the season,
and, supposing they survive, could prese.nt
a darkhorse threat. Coach Jim LaRue carries a host of transfers on his roster and
must rely heavily on them if his team figures
to improve on last year's 1-4 WAC won-lost
record. The defense should again be reasonably strong with Abe Johnson, Roger Calderwood, and Joe Escalda coming back. But to
adequately aid his newly-installed pro-type
offense, LaRue must rely on· veteran quarterback Phil Albert or three junior college
transfers.

It's hard to pick a second division, especially when one . of the teams, ARIZONA
STATE, finished last season with five
straight victories. Returning halfbacks
Travis Williams and Jim Bramlett plus ace
quarterback John Goodman are all steady
performers. But the Sun Devils have the
same offensive line problems plaguing them
as the Lobos, and this, coupled with the loss
of outstanding flanker Ben Hawkins, could
prove fatal to Goodman's drop-back 1Jassipg
style.
Ray Nagel has left UTAH with little in
the way of offensive punch. So Mike Giddings, the new coach, has installed his own
"I" formation to best use an excellent pair
of running backs, Ben Woodson and Marv
Lowery. Mike Butera looks solid at offensive end, and, providing the Utes solve
their present lack of experienced quarterback depth, they could surprise folks. The
defense seems set with Pat McKissick and

Watcb out for the other guy!

;

Almost everything about Miles
Davis, the trumpeter, seems ambiguous.-Whitney Balliet
They called me Dents at one
time. Some people used to call
me Dense; they were not my
friends.-Sadik Hakim

Published to save lives in cooperation with The Adven1sing Council and •he Nat•onal Safetv Council.
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is an "innocent" bystander
as Samantha Eggar and Jitni
dis.cuss Hutton's unexpected
preaence in Samantha's apartment. It's a scene from the new
'comedy, ''Walk, Don't Run," a Columbia Pictures release in ~ana
vision and Technicolor. "W~ilk, Don't Run" is a Granley Company
presentation.

Cary Grant, Samantha Eggar
and Jim Hutton frolic gaily
through a happy romantic farce~
comedy in "Walk, Don't Run,"
new Columbia Pictures release
which opened yesterday at the
• . • . Theatre in .Panavision and
Technicolor. The film is a delightful escapade, set in Tokyo,
when the Olympic Games had
created a considerable housing
shortage.
Grant plays a British industrialist who talks Samantha, a
British Embassy employe, into
letting bim sleep on a couch in
her living room, and then turns
half of his ill-gotten space over
to Hutton, an American architect and athlete who also is
temporarily homeless. The men·
age a trois, in confining quarters, is complicated by such mundane matters as breakfasts and
baths, and it also comes under a
considerable suspicion. Chief suspicioner is Samantb11,'s stodg)"
fiance, whom Grant ·comes ta

consider a complete bore. Rather
than permit his reluctant hostess
to wed the diplomat, Grant maneuvers for a marriage between
girl and athlete.
The suave star's total involvement in the lives of Hutton and
Miss Eggar reaches its peak
when his machiavellian antics
make it necessary for him to
"compete" in the Olympic Games
themselves. He does this in the
impeccable garb of the true athlete: a British sports cap apd
underwear!
Miss Eggar, who won an Academy Award nomination as best
actress for her perfotmance in
"The Collector," here is a charming and delightful sophisticated
comedienne, a worthy co-star to
the redoubtable Grant. Hutton
is equally delightful as the athlete who, after crossing the finIsh line, is too tired for a.Grantmaneuvered immediate wedding
and honeymoon, ·
.
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P.A'r Md\ISSICK .
·
· Au Ati-American ~tor the WA.C?''
Utah .'lleOple seem to' thin!(' so.'
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RON "PEDRO" BILLINGSLEY (90), shown here against Lobos, '.was a bastion of t'esistance in
. Wyoming's defensive line·last year. His retlirn should make it no more inviting .for WAC foes .this
fall. (Photo by Kendall.)'
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Soccer Club Reports

Most UStudents World Soccer In Turmoil .HEIRYSDRIVE·IN
Favor Escalation
.---..
-...... -·- -- .. .r
tl

(Continued From Page 1)
age." A sophomore anthropology
major urges "destruction of
Norlh Vietnam by our air power
but avoidance of the use .of land
troops."
A graduate student in history
suggests that ."our only reasonable response would be to blow
up the world in a fit of pique, and
in that way we would be consistent with our former and current
policies of mindless, hysterical
adolescence in foreign aft'airs."
A senior government and history major said, "I can't think
of any greater provocation on the
par.t of Norlh Vietnam for causing an escalation of the present
war andoshould they execute the
pilots it will only serve to unite
the U.S. public and give us a good
reason to level Hanoi to rubble."
One of those who proposed the
U.S. do nothing, an English major, says, "we are the aggressors
in Vietnam, and are therefore the
criminals and should not be surprised when the enemy treats our
pilots as such." Anothel:' st(ldent,
a sociology and psychology major,
says, "we are in a war and they
have a right to try and execute
their enemies, and I say this even
though I am very empathetic with
the pilots as individuals!'
Among students advocating
movement toward negotiation a
senior psychology major said, "we
should quit threatening to tum
Vietnam into a desert and attempt to reach a peaceful settlement."
One student favoring withdrawal of U.S. forces, a sophomore applied arts major, said "we
should face up to the facts and admit that we are wrong--of course
that's probably asking too much
of a good Christian nation." A
graduate student in government
responded with a simple "withdraw."
Some of the responses defy fair
categorization. A graduate stu-
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Special 3 day sale
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with this coupon
Regular price 25c
100% beef, tomato, onion,
mustard, relish
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Across the street
'·from the campus
1916. Central SE
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BEST IN THE COUNTRY: UNM Alpha Chi Omega President,
Laura Loy, center, holds the AXO National Council Trophy, presented to the outstanding chapter in the national sorprity. Shown
with Miss Loy, are Mrs. John Beasley, chapter advisor, and Mrs.
John Cantwell, alumni chapter representative.

Trial Appeal Denied Best Chapter in U.S.
For Oregon Editor
UNM Alpha Chi Omega Chapter
Achieves Highest National Honor

··

Receptive Townfolk

FM Audience Big;
Survey Discloses

SOUTHWEST..

lJWANT ADS

I

Give more for our bigger iob this year!

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE

CLASSIFIED ADVER'ITSING RATES:'
4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertion~
muat be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publi"""
tiona Building, Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102,
FOR SALE
YAMAHA 305, perfect CO'IIdition, less than
1 yr. old, '""" than 5,000 miles. $200 off
.list price. John Heide, 119 1·2 Harvard
SE or math dept. .
.
..
l! OAnl'ETE·n bl!drooms, large catJ)I!t:ed
living room with fireplace, all eleetrie
kitchen With bl'cakf81lt area,· den, utility,
storage rooms, 1% baths, many o>Xtl'as.
Priol!d at appraisal. You ought to look
it over. 404 Carli•le SE.
PERSONALS
SANDALB-toclay's look • • • yesterday's
nostalgia • • • tomorrow's ll&ir. That's
SAND and SUN Sandals on OLD TOWN
PLAZA, tbe "IN" Sandal Shop With you
in mind. Mm'a and ladies. Band and Sun,
201 lromero NW on historic Old Town
.Plaza. Dial 248-'ID09. (8 ins.)
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How many miles from home are they now ...
the displaced, lonely millions in uniform who defend
our freedoms across the world?
Just as far as their nearest USO! For wherever they go,
USO is there. With warmth and friendship, interest and concern,
and traveling shows to spice their loneliness with joy. C?ttering, too,
a welcome choice of conduct.
USO is your "thank you" to the men and women who serve us alt.
Remember, USO gets no government funds. It is supported
only by voluntary contributions through your United Fund
or Community Chest. This year, let your gift say you care.

dent in philosophy said, "if they

ELECTRIC SHAVEit AND
LIGiiTER REPAIR .
200 THIRD NW
•2.47-82!9·

a

100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGER

EXICOLOBO

USO is there, only if you care ... GIVE!

don't execute them without trial
"trying to escape" they are
stupid." A junior philosophy major said, "cleverly counter this
abomination and begin trying V.C.
prisoners as criminals of war
rather than the present noble
policy of torture and execution
without trial."
Questions Answered
A UNM instructor of English
suggested that "a number of questions must be answered. First,
what is meant by war criminal?
We tried Germans. Are there degrees of guilt? Are our pilots
merely defending themselves or
are they indeed attacking, and
are innocent people being killed?
And is it all accomplishing anything?"
Next week's opinion poll question is, "What suggestions would
you give to improve the appear. ance of UNM's campus and to
solve its parking problem?" The
poll box is located as usual .at the
information booth of the- Student
Union.

. ....
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started, and took the lead. The
Latins tied the score three minutes later.
The first half ended in a 2-2
tie with the Albuquerqueans scoring at minute 36 and the Latins
at minute 41. The Latin-American's expoerience came througl). in
the second half scoring at minutes 52, 63, 67, 81, and 92 for a
final score of 7-2.
With this victory, the Latins
got to keep the Traveling Cup,
since it is the third year they have
won the championship.
Some comments by the Latins
after the game were: "Gosh, they
had me scared for a while," and
"I had never before played
against a team made up by Norlh
Americans where the pressure
was on us and not on them. By
the way, the Albuquerque S.C.
crushed the European teams 8-2
in their previous game.
The scorers for the Latin American team were Jamal Pritchard
from South Africa with one goal,
Florin lonescu from Rumania
with two, and Ben Serpas from El
Salvador with four.

---
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UNM soccer has not been very
active this summer, because many
members of the Soccer Club are
from out of town or are not attending school.
But .every Thursday afternoon
club members have been getting
together and playing for a couple
of hours.
For soccer fans, and players,
here is some interesting and also
upsetting information concerning
the Jules Rimet World Soccer
Cup tournament being held in
London.
Brazil is no longer the world's
number one team. Who will be
the new champion? We will soon
find out.
Teams of Latin America have
not only been successful in London but also in Aubuquerque. The
last game of the UNM Soccer
League tournament was one of
the best ·ever seen at UNM. The
two teams playing for the Traveling Cup were the Albuquerque
Soccer Club and the Latin American S.C. For ninety minutes we
saw 22 players fight with everything they had. The Albuquerqueans scored their first goal sixteen minutes after the game

.

FM radios exist in 69.5 per cent
of . Albuquerque college households, according to a survey con·
ducted by KNMD Radio, the University of New Mexico carriercurrent station.
Since telephone calls were made
to the 300 individuals in the survey sample, the results are considered "quite reliable," according to Harry Joseph, KNMD Station Manager. "However," he
ca utioncd, "'!'he one important
limitation to the survey is that
for our purposes the sample had
to &e drawn from the University's
student
director~.
Therefore,
households without college stu~
dents were not sampled."
·
The object of the survey was
to determine what portion of the
University of New Mexico's
family would be able to receive
the signal of the University's noncommercial FM station. KNMD
bas been granted an FCC construction permit for operation on
90.1 me, with power of 3,700
watts. Plans call for the new FM
station to begin operation OCtober 3.
"We are satisfied that most of
the student body, and by extension, most o:l' Albuquerque, will
be equipped for FM reception
when we sign on," Joseph said,
"and in the near future wC! anti·
cipnte that thC! potential FM and
AM audiences will be nearly
equal.''

EUGENE, Ore. (CPS) - Cir~
· cuit Judge Edward LeavY denied
last week the appeal of a college
newspaper editor for a new trial
on charges of contempt of courl.
The case will probably go to the
Oregon Supreme Court.
Miss Annette Buchanan, 20, of
Seattle, is managing editor of the
Daily Emerald, the student newspaper at the University of Oregon. She was convicted on contempt June 28 and fined $300 by
Judge LeavY for refusing to tell
a grand jury the names of students she had interviewed for a
story about the use of marijuana
on campus.
She refused twice to give the
names to the grand jury, the second time after the judge had ordered her to talk. Miss Buchanan
has until Aug. 17 to appeal the
case to the state Supreme Court.

Senate

e

The UNM chapter of Alpha
Chi Omega, national social sorority, was recently awarded the
sorority's National Council Trophy. This award is the highest
honor an A Chi 0 chapter can receive.
The award was presented to
UNM's Alpha Chi's at the national convention of the sorority,
held recently in New Hampshire.
Miss Laura Loy, UNM AXO president, accepted the award for the
Albuquerque group.
The award, presented every two
years by the national officers of
the sorority, is based on chapter
scholarship, actiVities- both on
campus and within the sororitypledge program, management,

campus recognition, and outstanding honors received by the chapter. The title -of National Council
Chapter is held for two years.
Presented at Convention
The award was presented the
final night of convention at the
Golden Symphony Banquet. J. W.
Burke, National Extension Director, made the presentation. When
Mrs. Burke, was national rush
advisor, she visited UNM's AXO
chapter two years ago.
Delegates Named
Representing Alpha Gamma
chapter at the convention were:
Miss Laura Loy, president, and
Mrs. John Beasley, chapter ad~
visor. Mrs. Beasley was chosen
(Continued On Page 4)

Plans Fall Activity

By BOB STOREY
Although the pace of student
government slows down considm•ably during the summer school
session, there has still been some
activity involving student leaders.
Administrative assistant, Richard Bolton, wlto has been handling the office of president, during
the absence of Student body Presi~
dent, Dan Dennison, has worked
out several new programs for the
fall.
The Campus tutoring program
has been reorganized and will be
housed in new facilities in the
new addition. of the library. Six
carrels, and two group .study
rooms ha.ve been provided for tutoring. A new addition to the program would be the inclusion of
the tutors being paid under the
Work Study program.
The tutoring program would
serve students who need help in
their studies and would be available to anyone.
Discounts Proposed
Bolton has also been trying to
establish a program that would
get UNM students discount rates
at thC! new concert hall to be
opened this fall. Plans for this
program are still inconclusive.

Student body vice·president,
Jim McAdams has been working
this summer prepat·ing legislation and laying the ground work
for the first session of the Student Senate. As vice president,
McAdams will preside over Senate. Senate which was formed with
the approval of the revised Student Constitution last spring occupied the few sessions of last
spring, recodifying by-laws and
PI"ocedures for legislation. Now
they are set to sta1·t the business
of lawmaking.
McAdams has also started an
ambitious program of screening
the personality tests of incoming
students, to shift out those students with past experience in student governtnent or who indicate
interest in student government.
This is being done in the hope of
providing new peoplC! for governlnent.
"This program has turned into
a t•eal job, and I see no reason
why it can't be used to find people intetested in journalism, or
music," said McAdams. McAdams
idea would establish a committee
to screen tests and find people
with experience or interest not
only for government, but for

music, drama, debate and numerous 'Other extra-curricular activi·
ties.
Index Available
The committee would prepare
a master index of student talent,
which would be available to the
groups needing manpower.
Both Bolton and McAdams have
been doing extensive work in establishing a speakers program,
and along with the help of other
student senators they have a potentially fine schedule of speakers
lined up.
In the National Student Association office, the Campus Coordinator. of the tutorial program,
John Thorson has finished directing the first summer school tutoring with the Albuquerque Public Schools. Thorson has already
statied preparing for the fall tutoring program with the schools,
under the auspices of the AlbuqUerque Tutoring Council.
NSA coordinator for UNM,
Tom Joule is working to prepare
his delegation for the annual
NSA Congress to be held in Urbana, Illinois, Aug. 21st. through
Scptcmbet• 1st. Joule will lead a
six man delegation who will rep·
1•esent UNM at the Congress,

By JOHN DILEANIS
LOBO Campus Editor
The demolition of campus structures, including the administration building, the Journalism
building, and Police headquarters
was the prescription advanced by
many students in answer to the
LOBO Opinion Poll questf,<m,
"What suggestions do you have
for improving the looks of the
campus and for improving the
parking conditions?"
Six students advocated the removal of the Journalism Building, site of the LOBO office, and
its replacement with a parking
lot as a sure way to campus beautification and automobile disposal
efficiency.
The Campus Police station was
another target of beautification
proposals. One student, a senior
in electrical engineering suggested that a wheat field where the
Police are now, would bring a little of nature's wonder to the
campus; Another student, a mechl1nica1 engineering senior, prefers the ]ush Ieafinesll of a, to:
bacco field for that· spot, and aiMed that parking problems would
be alleviated by relocating the
station .in Gallup.
A number of students feel that
the ground which the Administration Building occupies would
be an ideal spot for a parking lot.
A few students of the anti-austerity school of thought favor the eStablishment of a carnival atmosphere complete with sculptures
and ferris wheels, and conversion
of the timeless pueblo campus to
a "Disneyland of the Southwest."
Many of those who responded
(Continued On Page 4)

Student Increase,
Caused by Draft-·
The draft and the new G.I. Bill
are expected to be reflected in
some gainsJn student registration
at the University of New Mexico .
However, UNM officials do not
anticipate any great flood of new
students under the veterans' benefit bill.
Several Hundred Apply
N. S. Stout, director of UNM's
office of veterans affairs, says that
several hundred cold war veterans
have applied for student assistance under the terms of the new
bill.
"But," he added, "many of these
students already were attending
the University before the legislation was enacted."
As far as the draft is concerned,
J. c. MacGregor, director of·'admissions and records, reports
"There probably will be some increased enrollment due to the
draft."
No Draft Loss Records
On the other side of the coinhow many male UNM students
the draft has siphoned off-there
are no good approximations. It's
impossible to keep records on how
many students are drafted, MacGregor said.
In any event, it is estimated
that the student population at
UNM this fall will top the 13,000
mark-another record. Previous
high was the 12,186 last September.

